Assignment - 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. 

Due on 2021-03-17, 22:09:18

Week 1

- The Directive Principles of State Policy compels what part of the Indian Constitution? 
- General awareness questions based on discussion on rights based legislations. Answer in lecture titled "Data, Democracy and Justice"

Week 2

- USA, Democracy and Justice
- Legal Ethics: Morality, Policy, Legislation and Practice
- Towards an Ethical Society: Power & Politics in Practice: Week 2 Feedback Form

Week 3

- Lecture Notes
- Downloaded Videos
- Notes Session
- Transcripts

Week 4

- Lecture Notes
- Downloaded Videos
- Notes Session
- Transcripts

Question 1:
Which of the following is not a key definition of the DPIEDA programme?
- Dual Source
- Institutional Source
- Tabular Source
- Case study

Question 2:
For the course "Data, Democracy and Justice" is the answer true or false?
- True
- False

Question 3:
According to the text, how is the concept of a "migrant worker" illustrated?
- In the text

Question 4:
If all topics are referenced in the lecture titled "Data as an anti-political machine?"
- Langdon Winner, "On Artifice Now Politics?"
- Cathy O'Hare, "Weapons of Math Destruction: How big data increases inequality and threatens democracy"
- Hansard Herald, "Articulate in Ears" in "Articulate in the Beauty of Eat" by Virginia Luna, "Authorizing inequality: How high tech tools pose risk and poverty the poor"
- New President's Interim Acceptance

Question 5:
If all the topics are referenced in the lecture "Data, Democracy and Justice"
- Prognostic Women and Lasting Relations who are in regular employment with the government
- Racially and gendered class differences
- Home of the above

Question 6:
In the following case, what do you derive from it?
- Prognostic Women and Lasting Relations who are in regular employment with the government
- Racially and gendered class differences

Question 7:
Is the concept of a "migrant worker" illustrated in the text?
- True
- False

Question 8:
Is the concept of a "migrant worker" illustrated in the text?
- True
- False

Question 9:
Is the concept of a "migrant worker" illustrated in the text?
- True
- False

Question 10:
Is the concept of a "migrant worker" illustrated in the text?
- True
- False

Question 11:
Is the concept of a "migrant worker" illustrated in the text?
- True
- False

Question 12:
Is the concept of a "migrant worker" illustrated in the text?
- True
- False